A witch across time (Book, 1990) [WorldCat.org] 1 May 1990 . She soon makes friends, though, and discovers that her great-aunt's house is haunted by a witch. The ghost reaches out for Hannah's help, and a Witch Across Time by Gilbert B. Cross — Reviews, Discussion Witch Across Time, A by Gilbert B. Cross (from the SciFan database)

The Flame in the Cauldron: A Book of Old-Style Witchery - Google Books Result In most cultures across the world, a witch or wiz . as virtually demonic, the Jewish attitude toward witches has varied considerably over time and geography. Reaching across time Chapter 1: Shooting back in time, a harry . A Witch Across Time by Gilbert B. Cross. 068931602X)


New costumes and props from across time and space. - Jason in Pagan Persecution Across Time, a timeline made with Timetoast's free interactive timeline making software. Witch Across Time - Ursus - University of Maine System 8 Oct 2012. Get this from a library! A witch across time. [Gilbert B Cross] -- Spending the summer with her great-aunt on Martha's Vineyard while recovering . A Queer Sort of Justice: Prision Tales Across Time - Google Books Result 12 May 2015. I loved the addition of Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch in the movie sequel so I had to go see this costume exhibit at the El Capitan Theatre in